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Introduction 1
Over the past decade, technological innovations and changes in financial Oil.
30
The first contribution is to provide an analytical and tractable way to infer 31 patterns of quote volatility and price momentum. We propose two ratios to 32 quantify these patterns. We discuss how the observed patterns are consistent to have the effect of increasing quote volatility and execution costs. We identify 45 episodes of rapid changes in price quotes with specific patterns occurring over 46 short period of time, i.e. over 1-2 seconds. We further consider different spec-47 ifications, when aggressive quoting occurs at the best ask (in-ask), at the best 48 bid (in-bid), or at both sides of the market (combined).
49
Our second ratio, namely price momentum, denoted by PM, identifies pat-50 terns of price momentum following upward and downward price movements over 51 two minutes on average. Algorithmic traders react fast than humans to the in-52 formation contained in the limit order book updates, and news announcements
53
[7] or order anticipation [8] , and try to exploit it quickly to generate profits.
54
Their activity exacerbates a directional price move by contributing to price 55 volatility. For the two measures, we apply a filtering technique to the data by 56 selecting the observations containing the top percentile of the measures.
57
Our second contribution is to provide a novel Artificial Neural Network 58 (ANN hereafter) using the quote volatility ratio. The patterns discussed above 59 have a long history in financial markets and they have been extensively discussed 60 in the market microstructure. What is novel is the intensive use of information 61 technologies to implement these strategies and the way they are implemented. 
106
The rapid oscillation of quotes can either occur at the bid side, the ask side 107 of the market or simultaneously at both sides of the market. In order to detect 108 these patterns in the sample window, a ratio denoted by QV is estimated.
109
The QV ratio is a geometry based metric that is inspired by the graphical 110 presentation of quote oscillation on a chart. All the episodes share several 111 key characteristics irrespective of the particular pattern: (i) they include small 112 rapid movements in the bid, ask or both levels, which are subsequently rapidly 113 reversed; (ii) this is repeated many times, over a small time frame; (iii) over the 114 span of the entire time frame, the actual direction movement in the quote levels 115 is low, if any.
116
Let j denote the window index that includes the ask and bid quotes denoted 117 by A and B respectively. The QV ratio has four components: Carryask, Bigask,
118
Carrybid and Bigbid. Carryask is the sum of absolute incremental (instant-by- Bid specification aims at detecting quote volatility which occurs at the bid to select the cutoff point. This is done via the below formula:
The cutoff determined using this technique has the major benefit of coming egy by large traders, see [8] . Specifically, the authors show that algorithmic 177 traders anticipate orders submitted by large traders, and mimic these orders.
178
As shown by [10] , traders who infer the presence of an aggressive large trader Therefore, the second measure we propose is based on detecting specific are examined.
213
The P M ratio used for price momentum detection is based on 3 key inputs: (t) in the window: P M 1 t = |P t -Start Price| and P M 2 t = |P t -End Price|.
221
These metrics are used to derive a Total Distance:
Once this is derived for each trade in the window, the largest T P M is determined 223 across n number of trades which can then be used to derive the value of the 224 P M ratio for the window:
Once a P M ratio value is estimated for each window in the sample, the Mercantile Exchange (CME) and as reported on the electronic GLOBEX market 258 1 It is known that during the events of the 2010 Flash Crash, Apple stock was briefly driven up in value to as high as $ 100 000 within a few instantaneous trades by malfunctioning algorithms, while the majority of the other assets were collapsing [12] 2 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-19/berkshire-hathaway-exotic-etfsamong-flash-boy-holdings.
3 Thirteen market centers submit quotations to the NMS for US stocks including BATS, BATS Y, CBOE, Chicago Stock Exchange, EDGA, EDGX, NASDAQ, NASDAQ OMX BX, NASDAQ OMX PSX, National Stock Exchange, NYSE, NYSE AMEX, and NYSE Arca. 
284
We compute market performance metrics such as the bid-ask spreads, total 285 4 The CME data does not include floor trades or negotiated block trades. 5 [7] show that algorithmic traders quickly place market orders in the subsequent short period of time, i.e. ten seconds of the macro news release. Further, [13] show that there is a little change in the behavior of algorithmic traders by examining volatile and less volatile days. ing, which will have a profound impact on the level of activity during times of 317 the day 6 . All these considerations need to be built into the analytical strategy 318 to ensure that it is appropriate for the current analysis. to suggest that midweek days may tend to contain higher algorithmic activity.
407
The distribution of the PM values appears to follow the Chi-square distri-408 bution pattern observed for quote volatility, but with even longer fat tails and 409 greater skewness, as shown in Figure 8 . This suggests granularity in the data,
410
and the presence of extreme outliers during the episodes of algorithmic activity.
411
This also provides additional basis for a further future quantitative research on 412 this distribution. 
ANN experiments

414
A two-stage ANN experiment is carried out on the quote volatility ratio.
415
The first stage is used to validate the efficiency of the proposed ratio, and the 416 second stage is used to detect the quote volatility patterns consistent with the 417 group of strategies as detailed in section 2.1.
418
The initial stage of the neural networks is set as follows: the data is scanned The neurons of an ANN are structured in functional groups called layers.
456
Most topologies will consist of 3 layers, an input layer, a hidden layer, and is used for evaluation purposes.
520
In distinguishes between a positive sample data point, and a just below threshold 548 negative sample data point.
549
The second stage of ANN experiment is used as a proof of concept for poten-550 tial forecasting techniques of our quote volatility ratio. It is set up and carried 551 out as previously described. A simple rule of thumb is to check whether the fore-
552
casts add any incremental value to a naive forecast of 50%. 
